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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the influence on the compressive and dissipative behavior

of entangled metallic wire material (EMWM) samples provided by their size and

mutual connectivity. The mechanical properties of EMWM specimens with

different thicknesses are obtained from quasi-static compressive and cyclic

loading. The behavior of the stress–strain curves, tangent modulus, and loss

factor are strongly dependent on the thickness of the samples. The analysis from

samples connected in different layouts shows that apart from the global thick-

ness, size scale effects and contact interface also play important roles in con-

trolling the behavior of EMWM systems. The importance of the sample size and

its connectivity with adjacent different layers are defined by the unique

microstructure and contact properties of the wires near the specimen boundary

layer. The boundary layer produces different mechanical behaviors and a dis-

tinct structural configuration compared to the EMWM bulk solid. These peculiar

characteristics are confirmed by microstructural and qualitative observations

obtained from computed tomography scanning. The results and analysis pre-

sented in this work are relevant to designing EMWM material systems with

adaptive performance under different loading and geometric constraints.

Introduction

Entangled metallic wire material (EMWM) [1–3] (also

called metal mesh [4–6] in earlier literature) is a form of

porousmaterialmade fromtangledmetallichelixwires.

Entangled metallic wire structures are manufactured

via a process of wire drawing, weaving, and compres-

sion molding. The mechanical behavior of an EMWM

solid is similar to the one of an elastomeric rubber;

hence, the term ‘metal rubber’ sometimes is used to

define EMWM [7–9]. The material is suitable for appli-

cations related to vibration alleviation and sound

absorption in critical environmental conditions [10–12].

EMWM prototypes have also been developed as heat

transfer insulators [13], active vibration control ele-

ments [8, 14], and even as surgical implants [15].

The static mechanical behavior of EMWM is

mainly affected by the dimensions of the wire, its
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material properties, the weaving process used, and

the relative density obtained from the production

layout [9, 16]. It must be noticed that rather than the

relative density, the porosity is sometimes used as a

defining parameter, because of the similarity between

EMWM and porous materials [2, 3, 17]. Ma et al. [18]

have studied the effects of the wire diameter, mate-

rial, helix dimension, and relative density on the

compressive properties of EMWM. Zhang et al. [16]

have tested EMWM samples produced from nickel-

based superalloys, and identified the relative density

as one of the most important factors affecting the

tangent modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and damping of

EMWM. Tan et al. [1] have investigated the uniaxial

tensile behavior and mechanical properties of

EMWM, and have also shown that the porosity

strongly influences the performance of the material.

Tan et al. [19] have also studied the mechanical

behavior of quasi-ordered entangled aluminum alloy

wire materials, and have found that this porous solid

exhibits a three-stage stress–strain behavior under

uniaxial compressive loading. Entangled titanium

wire [20] and steel wire [6] solids also exhibit the

three-stage stress–strain curves after heat treatment,

and that is similar to what observed in other metal

and polymeric porous materials [21]. Dynamic

mechanical analysis on nickel wire-based EMWM

solids indicates that the dynamic properties (storage

modulus and loss factor) are characterized by the

pulsation of the dynamic force and the dynamic

deformation. The parameters of the dynamic excita-

tion influence the equivalent mechanical properties in

a way that is quite different from the one related to

analogous mechanical performance under static

loading [7].

Although the compressive mechanical properties of

EMWM have been evaluated in a fairly comprehen-

sive manner, an aspect that has been overlooked so far

is the size-dependent behavior of EMWM samples.

Size effects are well known to affect the failure load

and behavior of composite materials [22–24], as well

as the energy density in drilled cylindrical concrete

specimens [25]. Unlike other metallic materials, the

relative scale that exists between the representative

volume element of the EMWM (i.e., the finite helix

wires) and the EMWM solid is not negligible. Size

effects can therefore be expected to occur during the

mechanical loading of the samples, which implies that

the dimension of an EMWM specimen can influence

the properties of the material, such as the tangent

modulus and the loss factor.

The objective of the present work is to understand

from an experimental perspective how size and

connectivity between different groups of entangled

metal wires affect the mechanical compressive per-

formance of EMWM systems. EMWM samples with

different thicknesses have been produced and sub-

jected to quasi-static compression loading. The

results show that the sample thickness has a signifi-

cant influence on the global mechanical compression

properties. Moreover, combinations of EMWM sam-

ples disposed in parallel and in series with and

without separation by rigid plates have also been

investigated for practical design purposes. We

observe some quite interesting and distinct mechan-

ical behaviors occurring for the different combination

methods, due to the existence of a finite region at the

boundary (i.e., the boundary layer, BL). The effects of

the BL on the global mechanical properties of EMWM

systems are also discussed using a qualitative model.

EMWM specimens

The EMWM samples have been produced from aus-

tenitic stainless steel wires (alloy 0Cr18Ni9) with a

diameter of 0.11 mm (ANPING DONGSHENG

Hardware and Wiremesh CO., LTD, P. R. China). The

nominal chemical composition and the mechanical

properties of the wires are listed in Table 1.

The production of the EMWM samples was per-

formed in the following process. The stainless steel

Table 1 Chemical

compositions (wt%) and

mechanical properties of the

wires

Fe Ni C Si Mn S P Cr

Balance 8.01 B0.080 B1.00 B2.00 B0.03 B0.035 17.12

Young’s modulus/GPa Tensile strength/MPa Yield stress/MPa Elongation/d %

199 680 340 54
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wire has been initially wound into a helix and then

subjected to uniform tension (this process is called

wire drawing). The stretched wire has been then

weaved into a crisscross pattern to obtain a base

porous material. The base samples have been then

placed into a specially designed mold, and shaped

into form by applying a compressive force ranging

between 12 and 16 kN for at least 30 s. The com-

pression loading is tailored to provide a specific rel-

ative density for the specimens. In our case, the

relative density is defined as the ratio between the

EMWM’s and the wire’s densities:

�q ¼ qEMWM

qWIRE

¼ M=V

qWIRE

: ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), qEMWM is calculated as the ratio between

the mass M and the volume V of each sample. The

wire density qWIRE is the density of the 0Cr18Ni9

material. All the samples have been produced with a

relative density close to 0.21. The characteristics of

the samples are listed in Tables 2 and 3, and the

photographs of some specimens are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1a illustrates five samples with equal base

cross section, but different thicknesses corresponding

to the molding direction (the blue arrow in Fig. 1)

during the manufacturing. The direction also repre-

sents the one related to the compression loading.

Another batch of samples with the same thickness

but different base cross sections has been produced

(Fig. 1b), and then connected in parallel (Fig. 1c).

Figure 1d shows another type of connectivity used in

the EMWM systems evaluated in this paper. The

three entangled metal wire structures have a similar

total thickness, but they are made with combinations

of five, two, and single EMWM samples in series.

Figure 1e shows five samples connected in series,

each EMWM sample is however separated by thin

steel plates whose thickness is 0.5 mm each.

Experimental methods and data processing

Quasi-static cyclic compression tests have been car-

ried out to investigate the mechanical properties of

each specimen, with particular focus on the tangent

modulus and the loss factor during the hysteretic

Table 3 The parameters of cuboid samples with different base cross sections

Set Specimen name Width/mm Depth/mm Thickness/mm Mass/g Relative density Cross-sectional area/mm2

B1 B1-1 10.9 20.5 20.0 7.47 0.212 223.45

B1-2 10.9 20.5 20.0 7.52 0.213 223.45

B2 B2-1 20.9 21.0 20.0 14.62 0.212 438.90

B2-2 21.0 21.0 20.0 14.61 0.213 441.00

Table 2 The parameters of

the cuboid samples with

different thicknesses

Set Specimen name Width/mm Depth/mm Thickness/mm Mass/g Relative density

A1 A1-1 20.8 20.8 2.3 1.58 0.202

A1-2 20.9 20.8 2.3 1.56 0.199

A1-3 20.9 20.9 2.3 1.57 0.199

A1-4 20.7 20.8 2.2 1.55 0.209

A1-5 20.8 20.7 2.2 1.54 0.210

A2 A2-1 21.2 20.9 5.5 3.90 0.205

A2-2 21.1 21.0 5.4 3.90 0.208

A2-3 21.0 21.1 5.4 3.93 0.209

A3 A3-1 21.3 20.9 10.6 7.81 0.209

A3-2 21.0 21.3 10.6 7.83 0.210

A3-3 21.1 21.0 10.8 7.84 0.209

A4 A4-1 21.3 21.1 21.6 15.71 0.206

A4-2 21.0 21.2 21.6 15.68 0.208

A4-3 21.1 21.0 21.7 15.68 0.208

A5 A5-1 21.1 21.0 43.2 31.40 0.209

A5-2 21.1 21.0 42.5 31.40 0.212

A5-3 21.1 21.0 43.2 31.39 0.209
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loading. The tangent modulus is represented by the

slope of the stress–strain curve at any specific strain

point. Below the proportional limit, the tangent

modulus is equivalent to the Young’s modulus and

can be expressed by the following equation [16]:

ET ¼ Dr
De

¼ DF=A

Dz=H
ð2Þ

In (2), A is the cross-sectional area of the sample,

H is the initial height (thickness) of the EMWM

sample, the compression force is DF, and the dis-

placement under compressive loading is Dz. The

energy dissipated during one loading–unloading

cycle is the difference between the areas under the

loading and unloading curves, and can be indicated

as DW (Fig. 2a). The maximum energy stored during

a cycle, U, can be calculated from the area under the

middle line of the hysteresis loop (Fig. 2b). The

energy dissipation coefficient (or loss factor) is

therefore given by the following relation [16, 26, 27]:

g ¼ DW

pU
ð3Þ

The compressive tests have been carried out using

a WDW 3100 electronic universal testing machine

(Fig. 3a), with a 2.5 kN force sensor (accuracy of 4 %)

and a 25 mm electronic dial gage to measure the load

and deformation (Fig. 3b). Each specimen was sub-

jected to an initial pre-stress of 12.5 kPa to decrease

the influence of the uneven contact occurring at small

deformations between the EMWM specimen and the

Figure 1 The EMWM samples used for the tests. Specimens with

a different thicknesses and, b different base cross sections,

c samples connected in parallel, d combination of EMWM

specimens in series and a single EMWM with similar total

thickness, e photo and schematic diagram related to five EMWM

samples connected in series and separated by steel plates. The blue

arrow indicates the molding direction during the manufacturing

and the loading direction during testing.

Figure 2 Graphical representation of a energy dissipated DW and

b energy stored U during a single cyclic loading, used in Eq. (3) [16].
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holders. All the specimens were tested using a strain

rate of 0.0033 s-1.

Figure 4 shows a typical example of the compres-

sive force–displacement curves. After two compres-

sive cycles, the mechanical behavior of the EMWM

sample appears to be stabilized. The difference

between the first two cycles is mainly caused by the

uneven contact surface between the EMWM samples

and the holders. Neither the top surface nor the

bottoms of the EMWM specimens are absolutely flat,

and this results in the presence of an unstable and

irregular contact reaction force between the EMWM

materials and holders. After two cycles, the distri-

bution of the entangled wires and the contact status

at the surface appear however to be satisfactory. This

phenomenon has also been reported in [16] for

EMWM solids and in [28] for open cell PU foams. In

real engineering applications, EMWM solids will

generally undergo thousands of loading cycles after

installation, and the mechanical behavior during the

initial unstable cycles does not affect significantly the

operational performance of the system. Therefore, in

this work, only the mechanical properties acquired

from the 5th cycle have been taken into consideration

as being representative of the EMWM solids. The

loading part of the 5th cycle curve is used to obtain

the tangent modulus [16]. The experimental data are

initially converted into a stress–strain curve accord-

ing to Eq. (2) (see the black dots in Fig. 5a), and a

sixth-order polynomial fitting is then used to fit these

points (red curve in Fig. 5a). The tangent modulus

(Fig. 5b) is obtained from the gradient of the poly-

nomial-fitted curve. A similar approach is also

adopted to identify the loss factor, i.e., the stress–

strain curves for both the loading and unloading

parts are fitted first, and then the middle Riemann

sum method is employed to calculate the related area

of DW and U.

Results

Compression mechanics of the EMWMs

The test results indicate that all EMWM specimens

always exhibit a similar mechanical behavior. Fig-

ure 6 shows, as an example, the results obtained by

the three samples belonging to the A4 set. The

Figure 3 Test rig, a electronic universal testing machine and b force sensors and electronic dial gage used in the experiments.

Figure 4 Representative cyclic force–displacement curves for the

A4-1 sample.
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EMWM material appears to exhibit a three-stage

tangent modulus–strain behavior. At small strains

(up to 2.5 %), it is possible to observe an initial

increase (Fig. 7a), followed by a quasi-constant

region for increasing strains (up to 5 %, Fig. 7b).

From this point onwards, the tangent modulus

increases significantly and exhibits a strong strain-

dependent behavior (Fig. 7c). Within the quasi-con-

stant region, the value of the standard deviation

(average 3.3 % of the mean) is the smallest, and the

EMWM samples exhibit the most stable properties.

The presence of three stages during the compres-

sive loading could be explained by using the

microstructural configurations defined in the EMWM

spiral wire model [9, 29]. At small strains, the EMWM

specimen is subjected to a non-uniform distribution

of forces due to the uneven top surface of the sample.

Only parts of the wires are therefore compressed and

deformed, although the compressive stress will

increase for increasing deformation, with consequent

increase of the tangent modulus. During the follow-

ing loading stage, almost all the helix wires are

compressed. The elastic deformation of the wires

coupled with a minimal component of relative slip

leads to the quasi-constant tangent modulus

observed experimentally. For increasing deforma-

tions, the level of entanglement between wires

increases significantly, resulting in an equivalent

densification and more ‘‘stick’’ interaction, and

therefore the tangent modulus increases rapidly

within the final strain region.

Figure 5 Data processing and methodology to obtain the tangent

modulus for the case sample A4-1, a recorded data and polynomial

fitting result for the stress–strain curve, and b tangent modulus–

strain curve.

Figure 6 The results for the A4 batch. a Stress–strain curve with

standard deviation obtained by the polynomial fitting, and

b tangent modulus–strain curve with standard deviation calculated

from the above stress–strain curve.
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The influence of cross section and parallel
connection

Samples with different rectangular cross sections

(but substantially equal thickness) have been

manufactured and tested (Fig. 1b), and their parame-

ters are listed in Table 3. Figure 8 shows the stress–

strain compressive behavior of the specimens with the

different sectional areas. The samples exhibit similar

stress–strain curves, and the different surfaces do not

show any clear influence on the mechanical properties

of the EMWMs. The cuboid specimens were also tes-

ted under cyclic loading in a parallel connection

topology, to identify the possible effects on the hys-

teresis of the material tested (Fig. 1c). In a parallel

connection layout, the two EMWM samples showed

very similar mechanical properties (Fig. 9a, b).

The influence of the thickness for single
EMWM specimens

The compressive tests have been performed on

cuboid samples with different thicknesses H (see

Table 2). For each thickness, we have evaluated at

least three samples. The average stress–strain and

tangent modulus–strain curves are shown in Fig. 10.

The results show the significant influence exerted by

the thickness over the compressive properties of the

EMWM samples. For a thickness range between 2.2

and 10.6 mm, the tangent modulus obviously

increases for increasing values of the thickness

(Fig. 10b). For samples thicker than 10.6 mm, the

mechanical performance is, however, almost

unchanged. Table 4 shows some specific values of the

average tangent modulus at different strains. The loss

factors calculated for maximum strains of 0.20 for

different thicknesses samples are shown in Fig. 11.

One can observe an evident reduction of the loss

Figure 7 The three stages of the tangent modulus–strain curves

for a small strains at less than 0.025, b within the quasi-constant

region at from 0.025 to 0.050, and c final rapid densification at

greater than 0.050.

Figure 8 Comparison between stress–strain curves of samples

with different cross-sectional areas (11.0 mm * 20.5 mm for the

B1 batch and 21.0 mm * 21.0 mm for the B2 set).
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factors for increasing thickness values, with a 27 %

drop when passing from a thickness of 2.2 mm to the

largest one of 42.8 mm.

Connectivity in series

EMWM–EMWM structures with similar total thicknesses

Three different EMWM sample structures with sim-

ilar total thicknesses (about 10.8 mm) but made from

different numbers of individual EMWM laminae as

shown in Fig. 1d have been tested. The results relate

to the tangent modulus are shown in Fig. 12. The

combination of the EMWM laminae in series gives a

relative low value of the tangent modulus at strains

smaller than 0.08. Above that level of deformation,

the tangent modulus of the different EMWM systems

is all quite similar. The behaviors of the strain-de-

pendent loss factor for the different EMWM combi-

nations are shown in Fig. 13. Contrary to the case of

the tangent modulus, the loss factor of the different

EMWM series layers changes significantly with the

sample architecture. It is worth noticing that the

combination with two 5.4-mm-thick laminae shows

slightly higher loss factors compared to the single 2.2-

mm-thick EMWM plate, with loss factors ranging

between 0.14 and 0.20 for compressive strains up to

10 %. Within the same strain range, the EMWM

combination made from five 2.2 mm laminae has

significantly higher loss factors (between 17 and

28 %), closer to the ones shown by the whole 10.7-

mm-thick sample. For strains higher than 10 %, the

different systems tend however to converge to simi-

lar values (0.22 at 20 % of strain).

EMWM-steel structures

Another EMWM system designed for specific

EMWM engineering applications is represented by

Figure 10 Results from the samples with different initial thick-

nesses. a Average stress–strain curves with standard deviation;

b tangent modulus–strain curves with standard deviation. The

region representing the strain from 0.00 to 0.05 is locally zoomed in.

Figure 9 Cyclic stress–strain curves for the EMWMs in single

and parallel connection. Results for the a B1 and b B2 sets.
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entangled metal wire laminae connected in series

with interleaving steel plates (Fig. 1e). The steel

lamina represents a hard surface similar to the con-

tact between the EMWM samples and tensile

machine holders. The thin steel plate at the same time

impedes the direct contact between neighboring

EMWM laminae. The stress–strain curve for this case

is represented in red in Fig. 14, compared with the

single EMWM (black) and the samples connected in

series without steel laminae (blue).

When the steel laminae are applied to isolate the

direct contact between the EMWMs the peak, stress

decreases, and the stress–strain curve is almost the

same as the one of a single EMWM lamina. This is an

indication that the increase of the peak stress in the

EMWM laminae connected in series occurs when

there is interface contact between EMWM solids, but

not between the EMWM and the grip holders.

EMWM–EMWM structures with similar EMWM

elements

Different numbers of EMWM samples from the A1 set

(thickness is 2.2 mmfor each) have also been combined

in series and tested. The system in the left of Fig. 1d

Table 4 Tangent modulus for

samples with different

thicknesses

Set Average thickness/mm Average tangent modulus/MPa

Strain at 0.05 Strain at 0.10 Strain at 0.15 Strain at 0.20

A1 2.2 0.543 1.227 2.351 4.644

A2 5.4 1.225 1.839 3.098 7.319

A3 10.6 1.664 2.309 4.070 10.306

A4 21.6 1.699 2.432 4.209 11.505

A5 42.8 1.779 2.583 4.442 12.167

Figure 11 Loss factors for different thicknesses at a compressive

strain of 0.2.

Figure 12 Comparison between different structures with similar

total thicknesses (*10.8 mm). The EMWM systems are made

from a combination of 5 EMWM specimens and 2 EMWM

specimens in series, and a single EMWM. The region for strain

from 0.00 to 0.08 is locally zoomed in.

Figure 13 Loss factors for 5 EMWM specimens in series with a

total thickness equal to 10.8 mm, 2 EMWM specimens in series

with total thickness equal to 10.8 mm, and two single EMWMs

with different thicknesses (10.8 and 2.2 mm).
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represents five EMWM laminae connected in series,

and the tangent modulus–strain curves of the cases

related to 1 and up to 5 layers are shown in Fig. 15.

The tangent modulus increases for increasing

numbers of layers connected in series. This result is

similar to the one related to single EMWM specimen

(Fig. 10b). Table 5 provides some specific values of

the tangent modulus at specific strains.

Discussions

The results in ‘‘The influence of the thickness for

single EMWM specimens’’ section show the signifi-

cant influence provided by the sample thickness over

the global mechanical compressive properties of

entangled metal wire systems. ‘‘Connectivity in ser-

ies’’ section also shows the peculiar behaviors

observed in EMWM samples when connected in

series. The various physical aspects underpinning

these results may be explained by using the concept

boundary layer (BL). The microscopic characteristics

and deformation mechanisms of the boundary layers

are first presented in this section, and the possible BL

effects over the global properties of EMWM systems

are then discussed.

The boundary layer of a EMWM

Identification of boundary layer in the EMWM’s

microstructure

When an EMWM specimen is fabricated, the weaving

and molding processes always cause non-homoge-

neous distributions of the metal wire and of the

deformation along the molding direction between the

boundary and the inner part of the solid. The par-

ticular microstructure near the edge of an EMWM

solid can be observed by a computed tomography

scanning and slices are obtained by the software

package ‘‘VGStudio MAX 2.1’’ (Fig. 16). The scan is

obtained from one unloaded cylindrical EMWM

specimen (height of 30.0 mm and cross-section

diameter of 30.0 mm). The slices are imaged at every

0.2-mm interval to show the different cross sections at

different axial positions of the sample. The surface is

defined at the plane X = 0 mm (X represents the

molding direction, i.e., also the axial direction of the

cylinder sample). In Fig. 16, the shapes and the wire

sections are displayed with solid lines, and they

provide a qualitative indication of the different dis-

tributions for wires of the cross sections between the

BL and the internal part of the sample. The presence

of a densification of the wires toward the middle of

the BL section is also apparent, while for the inner

part the wire distribution is much more uniform.

The distributions of the wire cross sections of this

EMWM sample across the molding axis are further

evaluated in a quantitative manner by using the open

source software ‘‘ImageJ 4.6.’’ The total areas sur-

rounded by the closed wire edges and the numbers of

closed lines describing the wire sections are calcu-

lated by the code according to the following process.

Firstly, an appropriate set scale is given for the image;

the value is 87.7 pixels/mm for this particular case,

Figure 14 Stress–strain curves for samples connected in series

without the steel lamina (total thickness = 10.8 mm), samples

connected in series insulated by the steel laminae (total thick-

ness = 12.8 mm), and single EMWM with thickness equal to

2.2 mm.

Figure 15 Tangent modulus–strain curves for combinations of

different numbers of EMWMs in series. The parameters of each

system are described in Table 5.
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which is determined by the resolution ratio of the

image. The picture is then converted to an 8-bit type

(i.e., black and white format), and the ‘‘Huang’’

method is used to determine the threshold value for

adjusting the brightness. Finally, the size is defined as

‘‘from 0 to infinity mm2,’’ and the circularity is as

‘‘from 0 to 1.00’’ to analyze all the particles in the

image. Figure 17 is obtained by repeating the above

operations for each cross-section image.

Table 5 Tangent modulus for the EMWMs in series with different numbers of layers

The number of layers in series Thickness/mm Tangent modulus/MPa

Strain at 0.05 Strain at 0.10 Strain at 0.15 Strain at 0.20

1 2.2 0.594 1.230 2.382 4.655

2 4.4 0.611 1.473 2.759 5.987

3 6.6 0.754 1.600 2.927 6.338

4 8.8 0.769 1.738 3.321 7.033

5 10.8 0.905 2.021 3.441 8.040

Figure 16 Cross section of a cylindrical EMWM sample obtained

by X-ray tomography, the thickness of each slice being 0.2 mm.

Images for a the boundary layer at X = 0.6 mm, and b the internal

section at X = 15.0 mm with a local part zoomed in.

Figure 17 The distribution of wire cross sections at different axial

positions. a Total area occupied by the wire sections per layer;

b number of wire sections per axial location.
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Figure 17 shows the distribution of the wire sec-

tions within the BL (i.e., the region between

X = 0.0 mm and approximately X = 1.4 mm). The

distribution is different from the one in the central

portion of the sample. From Fig. 17a, one can observe

a relatively small total area occupied by the wire

sections in the BL, which indicates the lower presence

of wire solids in the BL than in the inner parts. Fig-

ure 17b also shows that there are a lower number of

wire sections in the inner part. This fact can be

explained by considering that it is difficult to distin-

guish the contact between adjacent wires by using the

above low-resolution CT images and the related post-

processing method. Therefore, when two or more

wires are in contact, the software will regard them as

a one single wire section in most cases, due to the

single set of closed lines. An example of this is rep-

resented in Fig. 16b, in which two sets of wire

delimited by the red closed lines are shown in the

local zoomed figure. Each set of closed lines is

actually composed by more than one wire; however,

the software regards them as one single wire section;

the lower number of wire sections therefore possibly

represents the more existence of the contacted wires.

In other words, a larger number of wire sections in

the boundary layer indicate that there are more wires

detached in the BL part. From the above data, we

postulate that there are less wire solids and contact

pairs in the BL section, which indicates that the wires

cannot sufficiently entangle in the boundary layer.

SEM images (Fig. 18) also corroborate the presence

of a boundary layer of the MR sample. From the first

observation of the two figures, one can notice more

surface grooves (or gaps) running parallel with the

wire axes in the BL part (Fig. 18b). The existence of

the grooves is caused by the recovering deformation

of the wires when the molding force is unloaded

during the sample manufacture. As mentioned in

‘‘EMWM specimens’’ section, the molding is the last

process to produce the sample, and then the speci-

men is extracted from the mold when the size of the

sample along the molding direction will increase

about 50 % [30] due to the elastic rebound deforma-

tion of the wires. When the wires of the inner part

tend to rebound, they will interact with other more

wires compared to the ones in the BL. As a conse-

quence, more gaps will be filled. The wires in the BL

can, however, deform with more freedom, creating

therefore more gaps. The wires in the BL part occupy

as a consequence a lower total area, and when the

sample is subjected to compression again less wires

will behave under stick or slip. When we look along

the direction of the wires in the SEM images

(Fig. 18b), we can observe that most of the helixes

appear to be aligned along the longitudinal direction,

leading to a larger number of wire sections, but a

smaller single wire-section area. A lower total area is

therefore taken up by the wires present in the BL

parts. It is also worth to notice that the results from

both the CT scans and the SEM show similar features

at both ends of the specimens, although the topology

of only one end is discussed in this paper.

The deformation behavior of the boundary layers

When the EMWM samples are compressed, the wires

located in the internal part of the sample tend to

experience a high level of entanglement with mainly

slip and stick contact interactions. Within the BL

region, the wires possess however a small number of

Figure 18 SEM images of the microstructure for a the internal

part and b the boundary layer.
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adjacent wires (as in Figs. 16, 17). The BL wires when

compressed tend to enter into contact with the tensile

machine holders, or further penetrate the rest of the

EMWM solid. Figure 19 provides a sketch illustration

of the Boundary Layer topology under compression.

The two boundary layers have similar features, i.e.,

the contact occurs between the EMWM sample and

the holder (or the steel plate), and we denominate

this type of contact as soft-to-hard BL (SHBL). There

is, however, another type of boundary layer, with

contact interfaces existing between the EMWM sam-

ples (i.e., soft-to-soft BL—SSBL).

The SHBLs will exhibit smaller tangent modulus

than the inner region of the sample for the whole

loading strain range. This fact can be explained by

considering the EMWM spiral wire model [9, 29, 31].

The wires in the EMWM solid can have different

types of interaction during compression (non-contact,

slip, and stick—Fig. 20), and the effective stiffness for

slip or stick is much higher than that for non-contact.

As indicated in Figs. 16 and 17, there is smaller total

area and larger number for the cross sections of the

wires, which means the non-contact status occupies

larger percentage for the BL part than the inner part,

leading to larger compliance, and a consequent

decrease of the tangent modulus.

For the BLs with soft-to-soft contact (‘‘SSBL’’), the

BL-related region will exhibit a smaller tangent

modulus than the one present in the inner part of the

sample at small strains, but the tangent modulus in

the BL region will be close to the one of the inner part

at large strains. The reason for this behavior is that

with the increasing of the compression load, the

wires related to the BL parts will tend to penetrate the

adjacent EMWM solid, and higher numbers of wires

previously not in contact will undergo a slip or stick

behavior compared with the ones in the soft-to-hard

BLs. At large strains, the tangent modulus of the soft-

to-soft BLs will therefore reach similar value as the

ones of the inner part of the porous material.

From the above considerations, we could produce

a qualitative but physically consistent model of the

effective tangent modulus inside the BL parts. If the

modulus for the uniform inner parts of the EMWM

specimens is assumed as E1 at small strains and E2 at

large strains, the modulus for the BL parts could be

qualitatively expressed as shown in Table 6.

Figure 19 Sketch illustration of the different types of boundary

layers.

Figure 20 Three types of

interaction during compression

according to the EMWM

micromechanics model: a non-

contact, b slip, and c stick

[31].

Table 6 Qualitative relations for the tangent modulus in the

EMWM boundary layers

Tangent modulus

At small strains At large strains

Inner part E1 E2

Soft–hard BL \E1 \E2

Soft–soft BL \E1 &E2
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Effects of the boundary layer
over the EMWM mechanical properties

With the relations shown in Table 6, it is possible to

provide explanations to the different experimental

results shown in ‘‘The influence of the thickness for

single EMWM specimens’’ and ‘‘Connectivity in ser-

ies’’ sections.

Size effect on single EMWM sample

The size (thickness) effect described in ‘‘The influence

of the thickness for single EMWM specimens’’ section

produced by the BL can be understood by observing

Fig. 21. The stiffness of the soft–hard BL is lower;

therefore, the EMWM samples with a small total

thickness will be affected more negatively by the

boundary layer, leading to a lower global tangent

modulus. For thicker samples, the influence of the BL

is less pronounced, and samples thicker than

10.7 mm exhibit similar tangent modulus values.

Stiffness relaxation effect on series connected EMWM

samples

If we now examine the results shown in Fig. 12

(‘‘EMWM–EMWM structures with similar total

thicknesses’’ section), the three EMWM systems have

equal global sizes. As a consequence, the effects of the

soft–hard BLs are the same but there are now dif-

ferent amounts of soft-to-soft boundary layers.

Looking at the results in Table 6, one can notice that

at small strains, the combination of the 5 EMWM

laminae (i.e., the red curve in Fig. 12) shows the

lowest tangent modulus because there are more soft–

soft BLs in this system, which lead to a more signif-

icant stiffness relaxation effect. For larger strains, the

soft-to-soft BLs, however, exhibit similar stiffness

comparing the inner parts (Table 6); therefore, the

values of the tangent modulus are close for the three

different structures.

The results shown in Fig. 14 show that the hys-

teresis loops for the single EMWM (black curve) and

EMWMs with steel plates (red curve) exhibit the

same behavior within the whole strain range. In this

case, the steel plates represent the hard surfaces

(similar to the tensile machine holders). The

mechanical performance of the five EMWMs systems

with steel laminae installed on the holders is com-

pletely equivalent to the one of one single EMWM.

The tangent modulus for the five EMWMs without

steel plates (blue curve) is however significantly

higher than the one belonging to the system with

steel laminae (red curve), in particular at large

strains. Although the two systems possess equal

global sizes and the same type of EMWM specimens,

the former one (blue curve) involves the presence of 4

couples of soft-to-soft BLs rather than the soft-to-hard

BLs of the latter one (red curve). As from Table 6, the

former shows the higher stiffness of the two.

From the inspection of the results in Fig. 15

(‘‘EMWM–EMWM structures with similar EMWM

elements’’ section), the tangent modulus shows an

increase when the total size is increasing. The phe-

nomenon is quite similar to the one described in ‘‘The

influence of the thickness for single EMWM speci-

mens’’ section, and it appears that no evident effect is

provided by the number of boundary layers. Table 6

shows that the stiffness relaxation effects provided by

the soft-to-soft BLs could be neglected at large strains,

within which only the dimension of the total size

plays the most import role.

Conclusions

EMWM systems exhibit a three-stage tangent mod-

ulus–strain behavior under uniaxial compressive

loading. Entangled metal wire material samples with

different cross-sectional area show equivalent com-

pressive properties, while the combination of two

EMWMs connected in parallel shows similar stress–

strain curves. The presence of the boundary layer in

EMWM system is identified, and CT scanning gives

evidence of the existence of BLs in which the

microstructure of the wires and the local stiffness are

different from the inner part. The boundary layer
Figure 21 Scheme illustrating the scale size between boundary

layers in the EMWM samples at different thicknesses.
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effect is responsible for the global size effect and

stiffness relaxation effect on EMWM systems con-

nected in series, resulting in the peculiar mechanical

properties of the EMWM systems. The thickness of

the samples has a significant influence on the global

mechanical compressive properties. With an increase

in thickness, the tangent modulus increases, but the

loss factor diminishes for compressive strains up to

20 %. The EMWM systems connected in series exhibit

lower tangent modulus and loss factors that depend

on the architecture of the combined structure, the

dimensions of the single EMWM solid, the global

dimensions, and also different strain ranges.

These results are instrumental to design material

systems based on EMWMwith adaptive performance

under different loading and geometric constraints.
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